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Abstract

Motivated by Goldman’s Theory of Human Action - a
framework in which action decomposes into 1) base physi-
cal movements, and 2) the context in which they occur - we
propose a novel learning formulation for motion and con-
text, where context is derived as the complement to motion.
More specifically, we model physical movement through the
adoption of Therbligs, a set of elemental physical motions
centered around object manipulation. Context is modeled
through the use of a contrastive mutual information loss
that formulates context information as the action informa-
tion not contained within movement information. We em-
pirically prove the utility brought by this separation of rep-
resentation, showing sizable improvements in action recog-
nition and action anticipation accuracies for a variety of
models. We present results over two object manipulation
datasets: EPIC Kitchens 100, and 50 Salads.

1. Introduction
Goldman’s Theory of Action [14] addresses the problem

of action categorization, across levels of context. Taking
inspiration from Goldman’s theory, we model base move-
ment as the core of action, and model context to exclude
base movement.

To illustrate, consider the physical act of moving an ob-
ject to one’s mouth, and 4 scenarios where this occurs.
These scenarios share the same base motion, but differ in
context: 1) moving an apple to one’s mouth in a kitchen, 2)
moving a microphone to one’s mouth on a stage, 3) mov-
ing a drink to one’s mouth at a coffee shop, 4) moving a
toothbrush to one’s mouth in the bathroom. In these sce-
narios modeling of context separate from physical motion
will provide information relevant to understanding the ac-
tion being performed. Therefore, we model context as that
which is relevant to action but not contained within base
movement.

Fundamentally the nature of body movement and con-
text differ. Body movement is well-defined and constrained

Figure 1. Conceptual illustration of our proposed framework,
which models motion representations separate from contextual
representations, where these representations are constrained to be
complementary through a contrastive loss formulation LMI . We
employ two streams: A Context Encoder and a Therblig Encoder.
The Therblig Encoder maps video to representations of movement.
The Context Encoder models representations of action comple-
mentary to representations of movement produced by the Therblig
Encoder. Together, they capture information pertaining to the rel-
evant aspects of action.

within the physical embodiment of the actor, whereas con-
text extends beyond the motion of the actor. However, most
action models do not differentiate between the two. We pro-
pose the separation of the physical aspects of action from its
contextual aspects.
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Figure 2. Example sequences from the EPIC Kitchens dataset [12] where contextual information plays a large role in the interpretation of
action. Sequences listed from top to bottom: (A) the tray is emptied after the removal of each object inside, and so the action becomes
empty the dish rack, (B) the asparagus is wet prior to its placement in the drainer, and so the action becomes drain water from asparagus,
(C) the stove is turned on throughout the flipping of the food inside the pan, and so the action becomes cook the mix inside the pan. In
each of these examples, understanding the base movement being performed is insufficient to arrive at a full understanding of the high level
action being performed. Only when context is incorporated does the full nature of the action become apparent.

To model base movements, we adopt the Therblig for-
mulation from [13] - a set of elemental motion primitives
that divides all motion into three categories: 1) motion re-
quired for performing an operation, 2) extraneous motion
slowing down the performing of operation, and 3) motions
that do not perform an operation. Therbligs were originally
used to analyze brick-laying work [4], but have since been
applied to represent and understand a wide variety of do-
mains, e.g. assembly lines [21], education [8], surgery [18],
etc. We adopt densely labeled sets of Therblig annotations
over several video datasets from [13] - we use these anno-
tations in the modeling of physical movement. We extract
features fi through the modeling of Therbligs.

However, contextual information extends well beyond
motion information. Within the realm of action, context
includes objects, timings, location, activity, etc. Context
information is bound by information pertaining to that of
the action being performed.

To give intuition to the role of context in understanding
actions, Figure 2 lists examples of how the context accom-
panying the base physical actions performed defines the ac-
tions. Many actions (e.g. remove, insert, cook, search, etc)
can only be understood through the context in which they
occur.

Without the understanding of context, the only actions to
be understood are those that are defined at the level of body
movement. For example, EPIC Kitchens, at most only 33%
of the 95 verbs stay at the level of agent movement, with
interpretations of various levels of context required for the
understanding of all other actions.

Just as the action of moving a finger overlaps with the
action of shooting a gun, actions in Figure 2 exhibit seman-
tic overlap (e.g. flipping vegetables overlaps with cooking
vegetables). The contextual content of overlapping actions
enables the modeling of action beyond body movement ac-
tion. That is, by removing the body movement from action
descriptions, the context of action can be derived.

Existing approaches to action understanding typically
model aspects of context individually (e.g. grasp type, body
formation, object timings, long-term activity, etc). Rather
than model each element of context individually, we model
context holistically through complementarity (that is, by re-
moving the body movement from action descriptions, the
context of action can be derived). We extract contextual in-
formation ci by means of complementarity with fi. To do
this, we adopt the estimation of mutual information as a reg-
ularizer during training to minimize the information shared
between fi and ci. Simultaneously, context features ci are
used to capture information relevant to the understanding of
action through training towards downstream tasks in action
understanding.

More specifically, we introduce a novel loss formulation
that minimizes the information shared between Therblig
features and contextual features. This loss formulation also
maximizes the information shared between contextual fea-
tures and action in the form of categorical cross-entropy.
Through this approach we are able to minimize mutual in-
formation between context features and movement features,
and achieve complementarity between context and move-
ment with respect to action. We perform a final concate-
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nation of the features and demonstrate their superiority to
models which do not differentiate between the two.

The primary contributions of our work are as follows:

• A contrastive formulation for the modeling of context
in a way that achieves complementarity with move-
ment, implemented within a two-stream archicture.

• Novel use of Therbligs in the derivation of context.

• Empirical support for utility of context in action un-
derstanding over two popular datasets (EPIC Kitchens
100 [12] and 50 Salads [27]) and four popular video
architectures.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: in Sec-
tion 2 we cover related work; in Sections 3 and 4 we detail
methods; in Section 5 we present experiments; in Section 6
we provide discussion; and in Section 7 we conclude.

2. Related Works
2.1. Therbligs

Taking a rigorous approach to analyzing the movements
of workers for the minimization of unnecessary motion and
simplification of necessary motion, Frank B. Gilbreth intro-
duced a set of elemental motions he termed Therbligs [4]
(Gilbreth spelled backwards). Therbligs are centered on the
eyes and hands. Gilbreth categorized all motion into three
categories: 1) motion required for performing an operation,
2) extraneous motion slowing down the performing of an
operation, and 3) motions that do not perform an opera-
tion. Therbligs were originally used to analyze brick-laying
work [4], but have since been applied to represent and un-
derstand a wide variety of domains, i.e. assembly lines [21],
education [8], surgery [18], etc.

We leverage Therblig annotations released in [13] over
the EPIC Kitchens and 50 Salads datasets. These anno-
tations allow us to model the sequence of physical move-
ments involved in a given video of human activity in iso-
lation from broader contextual cues. Therbligs differ from
other sub-action ontologies by 1) resolving temporal am-
biguity by means of contact, 2) having a simple, logically
consistent data collection process enabled through the im-
posing of commonsense rules, and 3) being flexible in ap-
plication to a wide variety of datasets within the realm of
object manipulation without relying on domain expertise.
See [13] for details.

2.2. Mutual Information in Computer Vision

Though mutual information (MI) has remained challeng-
ing to estimate, there has been significant interest in its es-
timation over several applications in computer vision. Mu-
tual information minimization amounts to minimizing the

Figure 3. Listed above are the Therbligs we employ, their symbolic
illustrations, and brief descriptions of their usage.

correlation between variables x and y. Mutual informa-
tion has been a useful regularizer in reducing non-task re-
lated redundancy in representation learning for downstream
tasks in computer vision and has been applied towards
image classification [3] [24], semantic segmentation [32],
saliency detection [31], object detection [30], question gen-
eration [20], etc. [7] prove that, generally, minimizing stan-
dard cross-entropy loss amounts to maximizing the mutual
information. We apply this finding along with the mutual
information minimization formulation of [31] and [32] to
achieve complementarity of representation.

2.3. Context in Action Understanding

There exist a wide variety of approaches that incorporate
a wide variety of contextual cues for downstream tasks in
action understanding. Previous approaches that represent
context through additional learning objectives use region
proposals localizing people and/or surrounding objects [10]
[16], high-level representations of activity [25], longer-term
temporal awareness [5] [11], body and hand pose [15] [2],
etc. To our knowledge, we are the first to represent contex-
tual features as that which represent information comple-
mentary to information represented by movement features.
This formulation aims to represent context in the broad-
est sense possible than modeling context as that which is
strictly spatial, temporal, or knowledge-based.
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2.4. Two-Stream Video Architectures

Two-stream architectures for the understanding of action
began with [26], which used RGB and optical flow frames
to represent spatial and temporal information in separate
streams of input. Many approaches have followed this trend
over different base architectures and action understanding
tasks [23] [28] [29] [22]. While these approaches incorpo-
rate streams capturing different representations, our primary
contribution which differentiates our work from other two-
stream approaches is the enforcement of complementarity,
modeled through use of a mutual-information loss formu-
lation. Furthermore, two-stream approaches to action un-
derstanding rely on optical flow as motion. Flow does not
contain much of the semantic information pertaining to base
physical movement that is contained within the Therbligs.

3. Therblig Dataset
For video segment si with T frames, the Therblig rep-

resentation ti is a sequence of N Therblig tuples for ev-
ery 100-frame chunk of si. Each Therblig annotation ti
is a sequence of the form (v0, o0), ...(vN−1, oN−1), where
vj ∈ V and V = {ϕ,Re,M,G,R,U,O,H}. In other
words, vj indicates the Therblig verb and each oj indicates
the noun of the object of interaction. See Figure 2 for exam-
ple Therblig sequences shown side-by-side with their corre-
sponding contexts and actions and Figure 3 for full descrip-
tions of each element of V (not included is ϕ, corresponding
to an empty sequence where no Therbligs occur). See [13]
for more on the Therblig dataset we utilize throughout the
experiments conducted in this paper.

4. Methods
We introduce a two-stream architecture where one

stream models physical movement and another stream mod-
els context. This offers a division of our architecture
into two primary components; a component (Therblig En-
coder) mapping video to representations of movement and
another component (Context Encoder) mapping video to
representations of context. The base architectures of both
encoders are derived directly from existing video architec-
tures, with slight alterations performed to the Therblig En-
coder (detailed in Section 4.1). We adopt the same back-
bone architectures between the Therblig Encoder and the
Context Encoder, and both encoders are initialized from the
same set of pre-trained weights over Kinetics-600.

Of the four models over which we experiment, models
#1 and #2 (I3D, MoViNet) are built on 3D Convolutions,
and #3 and #4 (ViViT, TimeSFormer) are variants of Trans-
former models applied towards the modeling of video.

We adopt a two-stage training process, where the
Therblig Encoder is trained initially over our dataset of
Therblig annotations and frozen during the training of the

Context Encoder. Figure 4 shows an overview of our frame-
work. The Therblig encoder produces features fi, feeding
fi to a 2-layer GRU which predicts Therblig sequence t̂i.
The Therblig Encoder is trained solely off the categorical
cross-entropy loss Lt

CE between the sequence of Therblig
predictions t̂i and the ground truth Therblig sequence ti. As
such, the Therblig Encoder captures only information per-
taining to motion.

After training the Therblig Encoder for 30 epochs, we
begin the training of the Context Encoder. The modeling
of contextual cues for purposes of action understanding is
by no means novel. However, our modeling of context goes
beyond the modeling of individual contextual characteris-
tics in that we represent context very broadly - contextual
information is defined as that which corresponds to the in-
formation carried in the action not contained within the base
physical movements performed. We achieve this by simul-
taneously 1) minimizing the information shared between
the produced context representations ci and movement rep-
resentations fi by means of a mutual information loss term
LMI , and 2) maximizing the information shared between
context representations ci and action labels by means of a
categorical cross-entropy loss term La

CE .
We keep the weights of the Therblig Encoder fixed dur-

ing the training of the Context Encoder - this prevents the
Therblig Encoder from learning representations unrelated
to physical movement through the La

CE loss term applied
to the Context Encoder, and allows the Context Encoder
to capture our notion of context. Incorporating informa-
tion beyond motion information during the training of the
Therblig Encoder would hinder the ability of the Context
Encoder to model context during its training. As such, dur-
ing the training of the Therblig Encoder we abstract away
object category using a sequential ordering schema (e.g. a
Therblig sequence corresponding to Reach for [cup], Grasp
[cup], Use [faucet] is predicted as Reach for [0], Grasp
[0], Use [1]) - that is, object information is not given to the
Therblig encoder during training.

The outputs of the Therblig Encoder fi and the Context
Encoder ci are concatenated and fed to final classification
layer(s) (Action Head) to produce action class likelihoods
â.

4.1. Therblig Encoder

The modeling of Therbligs requires an architecture ca-
pable of capturing the fine-grained aspects of motion, be-
low the verb-level of action. However, video understand-
ing architectures are typically designed for the purposes of
predicting a single high-level action class likelihood repre-
senting the entirety of the video input clip and are not im-
mediately applicable for prediction of low-level sequential
movements.

With this in mind, we perform a small adjustment to each
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Figure 4. Our proposed two-stream architecture, where input video is simultaneously fed to our proposed Therblig Encoder and Context
Encoder. The two streams are trained separately over different sources of supervision: The Therblig Encoder consists of a 2-layer GRU
stacked on top of a backbone video architecture, where the loss function consists of the Categorical Cross-Entropy between ground truth
Therblig sequence t and predicted Therblig sequence t̂. The Context Encoder consists of an identical backbone video architecture producing
context features c, where the loss function comprises of the mutual information estimate between c and t and the categorical cross-entropy
between ground truth action annotations a and predicted actions â. The Therblig Encoder is trained first and frozen during the training of
the Context Encoder.

architecture for the modeling of the Therblig Encoder. In
adapting models #1 and #2, we preserve temporal informa-
tion necessary for prediction of the Therblig sequence by
removing the depth-wise aspect of the final average-pooling
operation. In adapting models #3 and #4, we independently
apply the temporal attention layers over 6 separate chunks
of the input video (intuitively spanning 6 possible Therblig
predictions) rather than over the input video in its entirety.
We concatenate the feature outputs of the temporal attention
layers over the temporal axis.

We feed all 100 RGB frames of video input to the
Therblig Encoder, producing Therblig features fi. We set
the initial hidden state of a 2-layer GRU to fi with an input
vector of 0⃗ and the network is rolled out to iteratively predict
a sequence of up to 6 Therbligs t̂jn , where n corresponds to
the n-th Therblig predicted for 1 ≤ n ≤ 6. The GRU is fed
0⃗ as the initial input, and outputs of previous hidden layers
as inputs for subsequent timesteps. The network is trained
via categorical cross-entropy loss between tnij and t̂nij for
each time step 1 ≤ n ≤ 6, where tnij corresponds to the
ground truth Therblig annotation sequence.

The Therblig Encoder and GRU are trained in conjunc-
tion. Their weights are frozen during the training of the
Context Encoder described below.

4.2. Context Encoder

Contextual cues useful for the understanding of action,
include but are not limited to: object identity, object state
transitions, long-term temporal semantics, etc. While there
exist architectures better suited towards the modeling of
each of these cues, the incorporation of these architectures
makes it difficult to assess the individual contribution of our
formulation of complementarity.

We feed the output of the Context Encoder along with
the output of the Therblig Encoder to a mutual information
estimator (MI Estimator), which consists of a single fully
connected layer, modeling p(xi) = N(µc, σc) where µc

and σc are regressed mean and variance associated with ci
and q(xi) = N(µt, σt) where µt and σt are regressed mean
and variance associated with fi. In addition, we adopt the
re-parameterization trick for reasons related to training sta-
bility, where zc and zt are latent vectors representing p(xi)
and q(xi), respectively.

Mutual information is defined as the difference between
the entropy terms below:

MI(zc, zt) = H(zc) +H(zt)−H(zc, zt) (1)

where H(zc), H(zt) are the marginal entropies of zc,
zt and H(zc, zt) is the joint entropy of zc and zt. In esti-
mating the marginal entropies H(zc) and H(zt) we adopt
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the Kullback-Leibler divergence formulation with the re-
parameterized zc and zt of p(xi) and q(xi) respectively:

KL(P ||Q) = Hzt(zc)−H(zc) (2)

KL(Q||P ) = Hzc(zt)−H(zt) (3)

Combining equations (1), (2), and (3), we have

LMI = Hzc(zt) +Hzt(zc)

− (KL(Q||P )−KL(P ||Q))
(4)

where Hzc(zt) and Hzt(zc) correspond to cross-
entropies, P and Q are random variables associated with
context and Therblig features respectively, and KL corre-
sponds to the KL-divergence between the two latent fea-
tures.

By backpropagating through the combined loss of

L = La
CE + αβLMI (5)

where α is a scaling term (set to 0.1 for all experiments
in this paper) and β is a linear annealing term (increasing
from 0 at epoch 0 to 1 at the final epoch to avoid posterior
collapse), the context head learns representations of action
complementary to representations of movement produced
by the Therblig Encoder.

5. Experiments
Our experiments over the tasks of action recognition and

action anticipation explore the extent to which our novel
context formulation helps in the modeling of action. In the
action anticipation setting, video leading up until ta = t−τa
(where τa is the offset anticipation time and t corresponds
to the start time of the action) is fed to the model, which pro-
duces likelihoods corresponding to the action most likely to
begin at ta. We adopt τa = 1 second for all action anticipa-
tion experiments.

5.1. Datasets

5.1.1 EPIC Kitchens

The EPIC Kitchens 100 dataset contains unscripted, ego-
centric activity of roughly 100 hours of activity in
kitchen environments. The dataset is annotated with non-
overlapping action clips paired with verb and object labels
(v, o). There are roughly 125 verbs and 300 objects, mak-
ing for a total of 2, 514 unique actions. We augment the
EPIC Kitchens dataset with our Therblig annotations and
refer readers to the Therblig annotation process described
in [13]. Results are reported over the official validation set.

5.1.2 50 Salads

The 50 Salads dataset contains 50 long sequences of
scripted activity involving the preparation of a salad. Each
sequence ranges from 5 to 10 minutes long, and contains 35
unique actions (i.e. cut tomato). While the dataset includes
accelerometer information and depth, we only rely on the
RGB video.

5.2. Models

We aim to demonstrate the ability of our approach
towards improving the classification accuracy of video
architectures. We perform our experiments over four
popular video architectures - I3D [9], TimeSFormer
[6] (TimeSFormer-B) , ViViT [1] (ViViT-B/16x2) and
MoViNet [19] (MoViNet-A3). All models are pre-trained
over Kinetics 600. Due to resource constraints, we adopt
these popular video architectures over existing state-of-
the-art ensembles of architectures. For purposes of repro-
ducibility, we describe all details in the Supplementary Ma-
terials.

Models 50 Salads EPIC Kitchens
TimeSFormer [6] 39.7%/60.1% 41.0%/63.9%
ViViT [1] 36.9%/60.9% 40.3%/60.3%
I3D [9] 41.0%/59.6% 41.7%/64.7%
MoViNet [19] 41.9%/64.0% 42.7%/66.0%

Table 1. Therblig prediction accuracies for backbone architec-
tures over EPIC Kitchens and 50 Salads datasets. Results shown
as order-aware and order-unaware accuracy, respectively.

5.3. Evaluation

Table 1 evaluates the performance of each Therblig En-
coder backbone over the Therblig sequence prediction task.
Element-wise accuracy alone is a harsh evaluation metric
due to its strict ordering requirement - we include an order-
unaware accuracy metric as well, considering a predicted
Therblig element correct if it exists in the ground truth, ir-
respective of its place within the ground truth Therblig se-
quence. This metric takes the subset of predicted Therbligs
for which a 1-1 mapping can be constructed to the ground
truth Therblig sequence, and defines accuracy as the cardi-
nality of this set over the length of the predicted Therblig
sequence.

In Tables 2 and 3 we showcase the results of our pro-
posed method using classification accuracy as our metric of
choice. We evaluate our approach over the tasks of action
recognition and action anticipation.

For both tasks, we report our results as follows: Model
corresponds to the original single-stream, base video ar-
chitecture, Model (+T) corresponds to the complete two-
stream architecture without the addition of the LMI loss
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50 Salads EPIC Kitchens

I3D 64.2% 65.1%/49.7%/39.2%
I3D (+O) 66.9% 67.4%/50.1%/40.9%

I3D (+T) [13] 69.1% 68.2%/51.9%/41.6%
I3D (+TC) 71.0% 69.5%/54.0%/43.5%

TimeS 73.1% 62.1%/55.4%/41.1%
TimeS (+T) [13] 76.4% 67.6%/57.0%/44.0%

TimeS (+TC) 77.9% 68.0%/57.9%/44.9%

ViViT 72.1% 62.4%/56.0%/43.3%
ViViT (+T) [13] 74.3% 66.4%/56.9%/45.9%

ViViT (+TC) 75.2% 67.8%/58.1%/47.6%

MoViNet 73.9% 67.9%/52.9%/41.1%
MoViNet (+O) 76.0% 69.3%/53.1%/42.9%

MoViNet (+T) [13] 76.5% 69.1%/55.0%/43.8%
MoViNet (+TC) 77.7% 69.9%/56.7%/45.0%

Table 2. Action recognition accuracies over EPIC Kitchens and
50 Salads datasets. Results under EPIC Kitchens are provided as:
verb/object/action prediction accuracies, respectively.

50 Salads EPIC Kitchens

I3D 39.5% 31.1%/18.3%/10.1%
I3D (+O) 39.3% 29.4%/18.4%/9.9%

I3D (+T) [13] 43.1% 33.0%/18.9%/10.9%
I3D (+TC) 45.0% 32.9%/20.9%/12.2%

TimeS 48.6% 31.6%/28.2%/13.6%
TimeS (+T) [13] 51.4% 33.9%/28.5%/14.8%

TimeS (+TC) 53.3% 34.5%/29.8%/15.7%

ViViT 45.6% 31.9%/29.8%/13.9%
ViViT (+T) [13] 49.1% 33.7%/29.4%/14.7%

ViViT (+TC) 51.6% 34.3%/30.8%/15.6%

MoViNet 46.4% 34.2%/25.6%/13.1%
MoViNet (+O) 46.9% 34.0% / 25.9% /13.3%

MoViNet (+T) [13] 48.2% 36.1% / 26.9% /14.0%
MoViNet (+TC) 49.7% 36.9%/27.5%/14.7%

Table 3. Action anticipation accuracies over EPIC Kitchens and
50 Salads datasets. Results under EPIC Kitchens are provided as:
verb/object/action prediction accuracies, respectively.

component, Model (+O) corresponds to a two-stream archi-
tecture with RGB and optical flow frames processed sepa-
rately and concatenated for action classification and Model
(+T+C) corresponds to the complete architecture as pro-
posed in Section 4.

Finally, in Figure 5 we extract representations of action
immediately prior to the final action classification layer of
the I3D model and display low-dimensional projections us-

ing t-SNE for action groupings which are difficult to dis-
ambiguate using motion characteristics alone. We do this
for the original single-stream base video architecture along
with our proposed two-stream framework to demonstrate
how incorporation of context allows for better understand-
ing of actions highly similar at the level of movement.

6. Discussion
We observe the findings reported in [17] - that Trans-

formers underperform with respect to architectures built on
3D Convolutions when it comes to the capturing of fine-
grained motion - are in alignment with the results we ob-
serve in Table 1, where even an I3D model outperforms
both Transformer architectures on the Therblig prediction
task.

We observe sizable improvements for each of the I3D,
MoViNet, TimeSFormer and ViViT models over EPIC
Kitchens and 50 Salads in both action recognition and ac-
tion anticipation (shown in Table 2 and Table 3, respec-
tively). It can be seen based on the difference in perfor-
mance between Model and Model(+T ) that the Therbligs
play a particularly large role in driving accuracies upwards.
A likely reason for this is the physical nature of both EPIC
Kitchens and 50 Salads. In both tasks, the low-level physi-
cal activity between the hands and objects of manipulation
plays a pronounced role over contextual cues in the under-
standing of the action being performed. We note the incor-
poration of optical flow results in marginal gains over base-
lines, especially in the task of action anticipation where the
incorporation of optical flow even decreases performance.

Our context formulation provides sizable benefits across
all models and datasets, beyond the benefit provided by
Therblig annotations alone. Contextual cues are important
in the action recognition setting, but are even more impor-
tant in the action anticipation setting where the physical
aspects of action are unobserved. In accordance with this
intuition, we observe larger relative improvements due to
our modeling of context in action anticipation over action
recognition.

Furthermore, we find it motivating that our context for-
mulation provides improvements across both datasets, and
especially so in 50 Salads, where the action ontology is
centered around low-level movement and contextual infor-
mation is primarily limited to objects, surrounding activ-
ity, and timings. Context plays a significantly larger role in
EPIC Kitchens where it becomes useful in disambiguating
between actions highly similar in motion characteristics.

To demonstrate that the Therblig-Model primarily cap-
tures representations of movement, we point the reader to
spatio-temporal GradCAM visualizations (see here). The
spatial activation maps of the Therblig-Model are centered
over the hands and are tied to the movement of the hands
(activation magnitudes are high during periods of move-
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5. t-SNE visualizations over (LEFT: subfigures a and c) I3D video representations without our context formulation, and (RIGHT:
subfigures b and d) I3D video representations with our context formulation. Features ci are extracted immediately following the output of
the Context Encoder. The groupings are selected based on the degree of similarity shared by the physical movements they comprise. The
verbs in the groupings are as follows: (TOP: subfigures a and b) wash, pour and mix, (BOTTOM: subfigures c and d) open and close.

ment, and low when hands are out of view or stationary).
See Figure 5 for t-SNE visualizations over features be-

longing to action sets which are difficult to distinguish
based on motion characteristics alone. Our approach im-
proves separability between actions sharing not only simi-
lar motion, but whose associated contexts overlap, such as
wash, pour and mix. Inspired by these findings, we plan to
explore future domains involving more complex notions of
context.

7. Conclusion
We have argued that action decomposes into base move-

ment and context, further arguing that separate represen-
tations for each provides benefits. We employ Therbligs
as a consistent, expressive, contact centered representa-
tion through which to model body motion. We present
an approach for modeling context based on complementar-
ity: removing base motion from action modeling, through

use of a contrastive mutual information loss set against
Therblig representations, produces context representations.
We demonstrate the utility of our model across experiments
in action recognition and action anticipation, showing siz-
able improvements across a variety of models, and across
EPIC Kitchens 100 and 50 Salads datasets. All code will be
made publicly available upon paper acceptance.
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